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VIN-AQU-DEL

Vitality Aquarius Delta Plank Effect Sheet Vinyl

Scan the QR code for fast
access to this floor online

For a home that needs to be prepared for whatever family and furry friends can throw at it, but still wants to breathe timeless 
elegance into every room, Vitality Aquarius Sheet Vinyl ticks every box. A budget-friendly option ready for a fuss-free DIY installation 
– no glue, no nails, no problems! Water-resistant and easy to clean up any spills without losing its shine, there are benefits for every 
room and resident of your home to be found. From protecting your kitchen against your four-legged friends to making a safe and 
soft playroom with muffled noise for your children, Vitality Aquarius Sheet Vinyl is the dawning of a new age for your home!

Certainly never last on anyone’s list is Aquarius Delta Plank Effect, though it certainly deserves a few more firsts. The ethereal grey 
tone is the stuff of which dreams are made from, and a great way to add character to large spaces in your home. Its wide plank-
effect is ideally suited for rooms shooting for a spacious vibe and an aesthetic that truly goes beyond.
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Code:

Residential:

VIN-AQU-DEL

15 years

Surface: Textured 0.0112m2 K/WThermal Resistance:

Construction: Sheet Vinyl

17 dBAcoustic insulation:

Suitability: Kitchen/Utility, Hall, Bathroom, 
Bedroom, Dining, Living room

Brand:

Surface:

Vitality

Textured

23 - Heavy Domestic / 32 - General 
Domestic

Technical Classification:

Backing: Felt Very GoodResistance to household 
chemicals:

Decor plank/tile size: 100x16.7

Slip rating: R10

Design: Plank effect

Cfl-S1Inflammability:

Tog: 0.11

Technical

Thickness (mm): 2.8

Water Resistant: Suitable for damp rooms

0.4
PU Coating

Wear layer:

Over underfloor heating: Yes, Water Systems up to 27 °C


